- **Regression Data Set**
  - [Iowa] 4/14/05 (2 weeks) Core data set to be included with all DB distributions
    - Data from Iowa on one subject – 2 visits, assessments, scanning session
    - Needs new BIRN ID
    - Based on UCI phase 1 uploads
  - [UCI, BIRNCC] 3/30/05 (1 day) Add regression flag to experiment table
    - Add schema elements for regression data (long term)
  - [UCSD] 4/1/05 (from fBIRN AHM) Change queries in GUI to be per experiment (1-n selection, all projects, all projects (w/o regression))
  - [UCI] 4/21/05 (1 week) Sample queries and documentation on data set
  - [UNM, Iowa] 3/30/05 (from fBIRN AHM) Testing assessment to be used for interface training and regression testing.
    - Needs to incorporate all question types, idiosyncratic features
    - Needs to be concise, complex and comprehensive
  - [Beta Sites] 4/30/05 start ongoing Weekly QC data entry Beta (to be tested at sites with beta deployment)
  - [ALL] 5/7/05 start ongoing Weekly QC data entry begins
- **Database Dashboard for monitoring of site**
  - [UNM, In Release?] 4/28/05 (1 week) Ping - is it alive, version
  - [UCI] 4/28/05 (1 week) Queries of regression data
  - [BIRNCC] 5/14/05 (1 week) Queries to track number of datasets, subjects and assessments for a static project (experiment, stored assessment, subjects, segments)
  - [UNM, BIRNCC] 5/14/05 (2 weeks) Portal interface – database monitor
- **CVS**
  - [UCI, BIRNCC, UNM provide template] 3/30/05 (1 week) Creation of new CVS (including new top level module)
  - [UCI] 3/30/05 (2 days) README about CVS architecture (directory layout, tagging, etc.)
  - [Iowa] ongoing CVS manager
  - [Iowa] 4/07/05 (1 day) Tag final schema as STABLE_1_0
  - 4/21/05 (3 weeks) Documentation
    - [UCI, UCSD, BIRNCC] Data Dictionary
    - [BIRNCC] HTML version of documentation (including schema diagrams)
    - [Iowa] Documentation with sample data
- **Database -> clean install populated Phase I screening assessment and static data**
  - [UCI, UCSD, BIRNCC] 3/30/05 (2 days) Final schema modifications for lockdown
    - Storage of revision information in DB
  - [BIRNCC] 4/7/05 (3 days) Script for clean install
  - [UCI, UCSD] can send out current data] (2 weeks) 4/14/05 Scripts for populating static data
  - [UCI] 4/14/05 (2 weeks) Update of stored procedures and functions
    - Test for Phase I screening data for latest schema
  - [MGH] 4/21/05 (1 week) Documentation of procedures/steps for clean DB install and static data load
  - [ALL] 4/28/05 (1 week) Creation and install of “clean” database at each site
    - Standard accounts (mediator, dashboard)
    - Test of scripts (ALL)
  - [TBD] Transfer/synchronization script
  - [TBD] Publicly available dataset
    - Clean public instance
    - Synchronization scripts from clinical database
- **GUI development**
  - [Iowa, UNM] 3/30/05 (from fBIRN AHM) Testing assessment layout
  - [UCSD] 4/7/05 (from fBIRN AHM) Study addition
  - [UCSD, UCI] 4/28/05 (3 weeks) Double entry complete
    - Conflict resolution of entries
- **On Going Debug of GUI**
  - [BIRNCC] 3/30/05 (from fBIRN AHM) – Available bug tracking (bugzilla, scarab, remedy)
- UCSD 4/7/05 (2 days) – Central testing server (mirror of Burak’s current testing database)
  - 5 demo accounts for each site (e.g. UCSD5 with fixed password)
- ALL 4/7/05 ongoing - Each site to begin testing
  - Bugs entered in Bugzilla
- IT Group 3/31/05 Training VTC/call for testing
- UCI ongoing Bugzilla manager
  - Prioritize bugs
- 4/30/05 - Fix major bugs

- Deploy GUI
  - MGH 4/7/05 (1 week) Document process for deploying GUI
  - IT Group 5/5-6/05 DB Summit (Install, training, debug, testing of Phase I script, planning for October)
  - ALL 5/7/05 - Deploy at all sites

- Assessments
  - UCI student 4/7/05 (from fBIRN AHM) Entry of AssessmentItem information through CALM
  - Multiple 4/14/05 (from fBIRN AHM) Missing assessment layouts (2 SCID [UMN], Iowa custom [Iowa], Edinburgh/InterSePT/Modified PANS [UCLA])

- Enter site specific Phase I visit data
  - ALL 5/14/05 (1 week) Add visit, study, segment for each subject at each site

- Upload Phase I imaging data to SRB and update SRB data location in database
  - UCI student 4/7/05 (from fBIRN AHM) Develop scripts
  - Duke, UCI 5/7/05 (ongoing from prior) Test scripts at all sites
  - ALL 5/14/05 (1 week) Upload Phase I data at each site

- June 1, 2005
  - Phase I - clinical dataset publicly available through SRB
  - Phase I – able to enter all Phase II data